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• INTRODUCTION

I
I

Several laser-based sensors for use on blast
furnaces have been developed and
implemented, including a raceway sensor,
burden level sensor (single point) and burden
surface profiler. These sensors are based on
the time-of-flight technique and give high
levels of accuracy in all applications.
The data obtained from the sensors during
normal furnace operations are examined
in light of the process models utilised
by operators and for the interpretation
of pulverised coal injection performance.
Raceway sensory data obtained during
a furnace blow-in are also discussed.

Over the last seven years, BHP has developed and implemented several laser-based sensors for use on its blast furnaces, including a raceway sensor, burden level sensor
(single point) and burden surface profiler. The driving
forces behind these developments relate to operator requirements of monitoring the furnace condition in a non-invasive manner and providing accurate data for control of
burden distribution, peripheral gas distribution and stock
level, and for associated process models. Laser range finding techniques offer the following advantages : fewer
entry ports to the furnace, remote operations and improved
accuracy.
This paper provides a brief review of the developments in
laser-based sensing, together with a detailed examination
of the data obtained during furnace operations. An analysis of the data with respect to both nonnal and abnomial
(e.g. furnace blow-ins) operations is discussed. A future
application of the raceway sensor for pulverised coal combustion studies in the blast furnace is also described.
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• LASER-BASED SENSORS
Principle of operation.
The basic operating principle of all the laser systems employed is that of time-of-flight (TOF) laser ranging, as
illustrated in figure 1. This technique uses the time taken
for a short pulse of light to travel from a laser source to a
target and back to a detector. The range, R, is calculated
using the equation shown in figure I, where C is the velocity of light, l is the time taken for pulse to travel from
source to detector and n is the refractive index of the fluid
medium. Although the technique is relatively straightforward. sophisticated signal processing is required to
extract the range information from the raw data.

Location of sensors on blast furnace.
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Figure 2 shows the positions of the three sensors on the
blast furnace. The burden level sensor (single point) or
laser stock.rod is used on Newcastle No. 3 blast furnace
(bell-top) as a backup for an existing mechanical stockrod,
since the configuration of the furnace top does not permit
the installation of another mechanical-type stockrod. The
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